IVD tests include those run on IVD platforms in laboratories or at the Point-of-Care

**IVD PLATFORMS**

IVD platforms in small and large clinical labs, like hospital labs, run up to hundreds of tests at once. IVD platforms have easy to follow and automated workflows and integrated software to perform accurate, reliable diagnostic testing using IVD test kits.

**IVD POINT-OF-CARE**

IVD Point-of-Care instruments, used in doctors’ offices and emergency rooms, can run tests rapidly and almost anywhere.

**IVD INSTRUMENT-LESS POINT-OF-CARE**

Results from a rapid Point-of-Care test with no instrument can be delivered in 5–30 minutes.

From manufacturing of **sample collection** devices used by clinicians, **testing platforms used by laboratories** small and large, and **rapid point-of-care tests** and platforms, IVD manufacturers are delivering COVID-19 testing.

**PATIENT SAMPLE**

- Nasal/oral swab;
- Blood draw/finger stick; or
- Oral fluid. (Varies by test type)

**TEST RESULTS**

IVD tests on IVD platforms in clinical laboratories deliver results in **1–4 hours** e.g. of laboratory results display

IVD Point-of-Care tests can deliver results in **5–45 minutes**

Results from a rapid Point-of-Care test with no instrument can be delivered in **5–30 minutes**